Film History Images
Your Job: Print 12 images
Specifics
Part I: For your assigned videos/date range (see below), find and print these 9 small* pictures:
3 significant people from your notes
3 significant inventions from your notes
3 significant movies from your notes
Part II: Then print these 3 small* pictures
1 the last movie you saw in the theater
1 the first movie you saw in the theater
1 your favorite film (or one of your favorites)
Other requirements:
 Pictures need to be in color**
 Label your pictures (just a quick note so you can recall the subject later)
 Pictures must be small (all 12 fitting on one side of one page*)
 Pictures need to be from an array of dates within your assigned date range
 You do NOT need to cite your pictures, but please be a diligent researcher and be sure
your pictures are an accurate representation of the subject.
Due: 12 color images on ONE page, due Monday, 9/9 at start of class
* about 1” to 2” by 1” to 2” (think computer thumbnail size) – and unless you are good with sizing/arranging
images, I suggest inserting a table (a 3x4) and then adding your images in the boxes and resizing if need be
(see example next page)
**unless they are referring to a person/movie/etc. that is supposed to be black & white

If you cannot print the page in color by the due date, you may email this one page assignment to
Ms. Bacon BEFORE school starts on the due date (that is - before 8am on 9/9).
Your specific date ranges:
Looking at your Intro to Film History assignment…
Group 1: Your range of dates is from the first video “Movies are Magic #1” through “German
Expressionism #7” – so basically 1820s – 1920s
Group 2: Your range of dates is from the “Soviet Montage #8” video through the last video
“Experimental & Documentary Films #16” – so basically mid 1920s-today.
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Sloth with tongue
Sloth with leaf

Freddy Krueger sloth

Mom and baby sloth
Pondering sloth
Sloth with “giraffe”

Cuddling sloth
Sloth in a bowl
Resting baby sloth

Buddy sloths

Upside down sloth

Happy sloth

